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State of Ohio:
Industry Driver & Occupational Highlights
Industry Drivers
Health
Business & Financial Svcs
Advanced Materials
Total employment and location quotient analysis,
presented in the charts to the right, underscore
Aerospace & Defense
the importance of the Health, Business &
Financial Services, Advanced Materials,
Infotech & Telecomm
Aerospace & Defense, Information Technologies
& Telecommunications (IT), and Transportation
Transport. & Logistics
& Logistics Industries to the State of Ohio. Top
industries also include the Metals & Machining
Metals and Machining
Industries and the Chemicals & Chemical-based
Products Industries. Ohio’s industry strengths in
Chemicals & Chemical
Advanced Materials are in large part due to its
Based Products
historic Metals and Machining expertise and its
Transportation Equip.
Chemical Industries. Other core strengths in
Manufacturing
Advanced Materials include instruments,
controls & electronics (ICE), as well as surgical
appliance and instrument manufacturing, and
Source: EMSI Complete Employment - 1st Quarter 2011, accessed June 2011
several research fields. Transportation
Equipment Manufacturing Industries, which have Note: The red or darker shaded areas in the bar chart indicate employment that is
suffered huge employment losses in the last half double counted across multiple industries.
decade, continue to contribute jobs and
competitive advantage to Ohio.

The Health Industries are a broad group
representing many sectors, differing from
“biomedical/biotechnical” (not shown) industries
in some ways. For example, offices of
physicians, dentists, optometrists, and so on are
in the Health Industries, but not in biomedical.
Conversely, biomedical includes research and
development in biotechnology (employing 3.300)
and in the life sciences employing 13,500, which
are not included in the Health Industries.

Current Job Base Analysis & Estimated 5-Year Change

The bubble chart presents employment
concentrations for Ohio’s top industries. Location
quotients (LQs) compare proportions of
employment in regions to proportions nationally.
Economists commonly cite LQs greater than
1.25 as indicating competitive advantage. The
chart shows that Ohio’s highly concentrated
industries are manufacturing-related but
expected to become less concentrated, while the
Health Industries are gaining in concentration
(LQ = 1.23 by 2016). The Business & Financial
Services, Aerospace & Defense, and the IT
Industries indicate comparatively weak LQs;
however, these industries are competitive within
selected regions of the state.
Source: EMSI Complete Employment - 1st Quarter 2011, accessed June 2011
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State Workforce Supply Challenges
The US Department of Labor’s Occupational Supply and Demand System relates
occupations with postsecondary courses. In this way, the demand for occupations can be related to
the supply of graduates. Gaps are created by both oversupply and undersupply. In terms of undersupply, occupations related to business & financial-services and IT top the list.
In the first quarter of 2011, the top occupation that appeared to be in oversupply was Registered
Nurses (RNs). However, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics is projecting a 22 percent increase in
the number of RNs by 2018 (from a base year of 2008). Some states, like Florida, forecast that
healthcare reform, if implemented, will dramatically increase demand for RNs. Other occupations in
sharp oversupply include more generalist business-related fields, such as business management &
administration.



Estimate based on 2010 Completers. 2010 CIPs more accurately reflect Computer Engineering & Computer Science
program completers.

Note: A retention factor was applied to the completers total. According to the Performance Report for Ohio’s Colleges &
Universities, 2006, the in-state retention rate for those with a bachelor’s degree or higher was roughly 73% for Ohio &
87% for individuals with an associate's degree. In Engineering, the retention factor is 68% for those with a bachelor’s
degree, 44% for those with a master’s degree, and 28% for those with a doctoral degree.
Source: EMSI Complete Employment - 1st Quarter 2011, accessed June 2011
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Occupational Concentration
Engineers. The most highly concentrated occupations among the groups studied for this
analysis and presented in the table below are two engineering occupation groups—Materials
Engineering (LQ=1.9) and Industrial Engineering (LQ=1.5). This means that Ohio has, for
example, 91 percent more Materials Engineers than the national average. Such a concentration of workers enhances
Ohio’s competitive advantage in such industries as Advanced Materials, Aerospace and Aviation, and Chemicals.

Source: EMSI Complete Employment - 1st Quarter 2011, accessed June 2011

Computer-related Occupations. Ohio has only 89 percent of the national average of Computer Engineers in its
workforce, which is surfacing as a potential competitive disadvantage in expanding the Aerospace and Aviation
Industries, among other industries. The concentration of Computer Systems occupations in Ohio basically matches the
national concentration. However, nearly everyone of Ohio’s competitive industries, as presented on page 1, is demanding
IT workers, from Business Analysts and Java Developers to Enterprise Architects (contemporary occupational titles as
opposed to traditional standard titles in the table below).
Occupational
Group
Computer
Systems Group

Industries that have Demand for these
Occupations

Specific Occupations within the Group











Computer and Information Scientists, Research
Computer Programmers
Network systems and data communications analysts
Database administrators
Computer Support Specialists
Computer Systems Analysts
Network and Computer Systems Administrators
Numerical Tool and Process Control Programmers
Computer Operators
Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary









Aerospace and Defense
Advanced Materials
Business Services
Chemical & Chemical-based Products
Metals & Machining
Transportation & Logistics
Transportation Equipment Manufacturing

Business-related Occupations. Ohio appears to have a relatively high concentration of Actuarial Scientists (LQ=1.5),
and a near average concentration of Insurance occupations such as Claims Adjusters, and Insurance Appraisers,
Underwriters, and Sales Agents (LQ=1.1). Conversely, Ohio has only 84 percent of the national average of Accountants and
Financial Managers. The Accounting and Financial Management group consists of such occupations as Accountants and
Auditors, Financial Analysts, Budget Analysts, and Financial Managers.
Health-related Occupations. Ohio’s proportion of Registered Nurses is 22 percent higher than the national average,
while the proportion of Pharmacists is 18 percent higher than the national average. Ohio basically has an average proportion
of Occupational and Physical Therapists. Health occupations are essentially singularly in demand in the Health Industries.
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